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6 Lords, merchants and farmers

An archaeohistorical point-of-view on consequences 
of the expansion of the Zuyder Zee  
(AD 1100-1400; Noordoostpolder, The Netherlands) 

Yftinus T. van Popta*

Abstract
This paper examines the development of the settlements and the lives of their inhabitants of the 
northeastern Zuyder Zee between approximately AD 1100 and 1400. Not much attention has been 
paid to those that settled in the region of study and had to reclaim the vast peatlands while dealing 
with natural disasters like storms and floods. They are referred to as actors in a landscape, laying 
focus lies on who they were, how they lived, what choices they made and what the consequences 
were in such a dynamic environment. These human aspects are studied from an archaeohistorical 
perspective, meaning that insights of relevant archaeological and historical studies are combined 
and analyzed. The first part of the paper provides an overview of the general landscape development 
of the research area (the stage) for which mainly palaeogeographical and archaeological studies are 
used. In the second part the settlements and their inhabitants of the region of study are at the center. 
Four distinct settlements are studied in more detail, being Kuinre, Kampen, Urk and Nagele and 
illustrate that the inhabitants of the research area can be identified as lords, merchants and farmers 
and that their occupation, wealth and development highly depended upon several natural and cul-
tural factors. 
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Introduction
Mankind can adapt to the landscape in which it tends 
to live, but more often it is the other way around: the 
landscape is adapted to meet required living standards. 
In The Netherlands, people have been altering/chang-
ing their landscape by cultivating lands, reclaiming 
wetlands by draining them and protecting them against 
flooding by dike building — and this practice goes back 
many centuries. Consequently, over one third of the 
present country risks inundation by the North Sea if 
dikes would fail. The fact that such areas include the eco-
nomically important and densely inhabited west of the 
country, illustrates a dose of stubborn self- confidence: 
maintaining low dry land amidst surrounding water, 
despite potential vulnerability. A good amount of rec-
lamation works were in fact reactions to the inundation 
and erosion of land by storm floods (i.e. to formative 
processes creating the Zuyder Zee embayment and 
Holland’s coastal plain lakes Schermer, Wormer, Pur-
mer, Beemster and Haarlemmermeer). Organizing and 
executing these challenging regional-scale landscape- 
change works occurred as soon as technological 
development allowed it: from risky smaller-scale first 
millennium AD interventions (ditches, dams, culverts, 
dug waterways), via larger-scale medieval dike and ditch 
network polder systems, to adopting windmill systems 

for water management in the 15th century, to 18th and 
19th century (steam driven) pumping stations towards 
large-scale 20th century reclamation works. 
 The most prominent example of the latter is the clo-
sure and partial reclamation of the Zuyder Zee (Southern 
Sea): a large body of water in the central part of the 
country that was denied access to the North Sea by the 
construction of the 32,5 km Afsluitdijk (‘closure dam’) in 
AD 1932. After that, a large part of the Zuyder Zee was 
reclaimed, cultivated and newly named as (the province 
of ) Flevoland (Fig. 6.1). In essence, the initial impetus 
was given in the High and Late Middle Ages, before 
the invention of reclamation techniques and organiza-
tional forms, when major areal of cultivated peatlands 
were taken by the sea after several heavy floods in the 
12th century (see: Vos 2015: 324; De Haas et al. 2017;  
Chapter 2). 
 Apparently, the high-medieval inhabitants were 
not sufficiently prepared for the major storm floods 
that would scourge their lands. In contrast with what 
the Dutch do today, their settlements were protected 
by small dikes, but these could only withstand minor 
floods (Van Popta & Aalbersberg 2016). Consequently 
people left their homes, settlements submerged and the 
peatlands were largely washed away (Van Popta 2017a; 
Chapter 2). The northeastern part of the Zuyder Zee 
region, now known as the reclaimed Noordoostpolder 
(northeastern polder of Flevoland) and the coastal 
region of the province of Overijssel, still contain traces 
that were left behind during the rise of the Zuyder 
Zee. The assemblage of these traces forms the crucial 
cultural component for a maritime cultural landscape 
study of the late medieval Noordoostpolder region. 
Earlier studies have focused on the dynamic history and 
landscape development of the area (see Chapter 2) and 
the distribution and interpretation of archaeological 
remains (e.g. De Boer & Geurts 2002; Van Hezel & Pol 
2008; Van Popta & Aalbersberg 2016; also Chapters 2 
and 5). 

Problem definition and research question
The dynamic landscape development of the north-
eastern Zuyder Zee region in the Late Middle Ages 
highly depended upon the presence of humans and 
their influence on the changing landscape. Material 
traces (i.e. dikes, terps, ditches, settlement remains and 
shipwrecks) and cognitive remnants (i.e. place names, 
toponyms, folklore and tradition) form useable and 
detailed sets of data that were already used in the pre-
vious chapters. As a result much more is now known 
of the progressive erosion of the late medieval peatland 
landscape, the locations of late medieval settlements in 
it, the role of shipping and the submergence of settle-
ments and wreckage of ships (Fig. 6.2). However, less is 

Figure 6.1. Topographical map of the Zuyder Zee region with 
historic names of entities governing the region between the 10th - 
16th century over todays provincial boundaries. The highlighted 
parts (Noordoostpolder, Eastern- and Southern Flevoland) are 
the 20th-century reclaimed parts of the Zuyder Zee.
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known of those that inhabited and travelled through the 
region, beside the remains that testify to their existence. 
In this paper, they are considered as ‘actors’ as the focus 
lies on their actions, what choices they made and which 
roles that they played that left archaeological and/or 
historical traces behind. Their specific thoughts, ideas 
and individual actions are unknown, unless written on 
parchment or paper, but it is possible to create a gen-
eral overview of whom they were, how they lived and on 
what stage they acted. Perhaps too often archaeologists 
try to stay in their comfort zone by only studying the 
material culture provided, leading to interpretations on 
‘where’ and ‘when’ actors lived (material aspects), but 
not that much on ‘how’ they lived and ‘who’ they were 
(human aspects). It is therefore time to step outside of 
the comfort zone by focusing on the story of those that 
acted in the dynamic late medieval landscape of the 
northeastern Zuyder Zee. 
 The current study targets the late medieval actors 
of the northeastern Zuyder Zee region in their natural 
habitat. From the archaeohistorical perspective, the 
main research question to be addressed is “Who were 
the late medieval (AD 1100–1400) inhabitants of the 
northeastern Zuyder Zee region and how did natural 
and cultural historic events affect their lives?”. Hereto 
an interdisciplinary approach is undertaken, based on 

archaeological and historical sources and supported 
by the results of the recent palaeogeographical study 
(see Chapter 2). The paper covers four parts, each mak-
ing use of information on a specific settlement and 
its inhabitants: Kuinre as an older coastal town along 
the northeastern shore of the enlarging Zuyder Zee; 
Kampen as an emerging town situated at the IJssel river 
mouth into the enlarging Zuyder Zee; Urk as a continu-
ously inhabited island surviving the enlargement of the 
Zuyder Zee; and Nagele as a coastal settlement that sub-
merged in the 13th century, lost to the enlargement of 
the Zuyder Zee. These settlements all lay within 25 km 
of each other (Fig. 6.4), and were affected by the same 
historic events (coastal landscape physical and soci-
etal-economical events). A brief review of late medi-
eval shipwrecks in the Noordoostpolder region is also 
included, to complement settlement focus with mari-
time information. Combining and contrasting results 
per settlement allows to develop answers to the main 
research question.

Study context, motivation and conceptual 
framework
The current chapter briefly addresses the topic of the 
late medieval maritime cultural landscape (MCL) of the 
northeastern Zuyder Zee region in The Netherlands, 

Figure 6.2. Distribution map of 
shipwrecks and late medieval 
objects within the borders of the 
Noordoostpolder. Source shipwrecks 
(Van Popta & Van Holk 2018), source 
settlements (Chapter 4).
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as it already has been introduced and more thoroughly 
examined in chapters 1 and 3 (see also: Van Popta 2016; 
Van Popta 2017a); a short exposé on the approach is 
presented below. 

Maritime Cultural Landscape Approach
The concept of the maritime cultural landscape was 
developed by Westerdahl between the 1970s and 1990s 
as a way to connect the maritime and terrestrial coun-
terparts of archaeology and to push the traditional 
focus from shipwrecks and the seabed to a broader 
understanding of maritime archaeology (Westerdahl 
1992; Westerdahl 2014; Chapter 3). Originally, the con-
cept focused on physical remains of maritime culture, 
i.e. all that was left behind by those that used and lived 
near the water (Westerdahl 1978). In time, the nature of 
the concept was changed to something more holistic, 
as the original concept had skipped cognitive maritime 
cultural remains such as place names, toponyms and 
sailing routes. Redefined it became: “…the whole net-
work of sailing routes, with ports, havens and harbours 
along the coast, and its related constructions and other 
remains of human activity, underwater as well as terres-
trial.” (Westerdahl 1992: 6). 
 In the past 25 years, many studies have been con-
ducted within the scope of the MCL concept but more 
important, several studies have refined the concept 
(e.g. Duncan 2006; Tuddenham 2010; Westerdahl 2011; 
Westerdahl 2014; Chapter 3). Working with the holis-
tic concept requires clear choices and declarations of 
methodology/strategy and research questions. For the 
Zuyder Zee region and the Noordoostpolder in par-
ticular the dynamic history of the region, with rapidly 
changing borders between maritime and terrestrial 
zones, makes it impossible to only study ‘the sea’ or ‘the 
land’ as they are interconnected. Furthermore, a mari-
time cultural landscape study should not only study the 
leftovers of human activity, but rather human activity 
itself. According to Duncan (2006: 12) this should be 
done by focusing on cognitive aspects such as folklore 
and oral histories. Especially for younger periods (say 
100–250 years ago) this method has proven to be fruit-
ful. However, when focusing on the late medieval mari-
time cultural landscape of the Zuyder Zee, a problem 
occurs: the intensive erosion of the inhabited peatlands 
resulted not only in the loss of physical evidence, it also 
caused the disappearance of many oral histories, trad-
itions and folklore. In order to still be able to examine 
the identity of those that lived in the region of study, the 
actors need to be placed in the reconstructed landscape 
(‘setting the stage’). 

Materials and methods
Before one can focus on actors of the late medieval 
northeastern Zuyder Zee region and their actions, 
one needs to set up their stage, for which I draw on 
results from separate palaeogeographical and arch-
aeological studies (as conducted and synthesized by 
the author in recent previous work; notably in Chapter 
2). An overview is presented of the general develop-
ment of the Zuyder Zee region and more specific, the 
Noordoostpolder region, starting at the dawn of his-
torical times during the Roman Period and ending at 
approximately AD 1400. It is based on an interdisciplin-
ary analysis of earlier archaeological, (landscape) histor-
ical and palaeogeographical studies (e.g. Van Bavel 2010; 
Vos 2015) to cover not just landscape development, but 
also consequent land reclamation and cultivation activ-
ities by humans and the ongoing battle of man vs. sea 
in general. For geological, archaeological and palaeo-
geographical map construction specific methods and 
underlying source materials, I refer to Chapter 2.
 The body of this paper is formed by four case studies 
of selected settlements and their inhabitants over late 
medieval time. For each case study, I analyse primary 
and secondary archaeohistorical information, build-
ing on various datasets such as the Dutch National 
Archaeological Database (ARCHIS), the Medieval 
Settlement Database (MSD), the Shipwreck Database 
Flevoland (SDF; see Chapter 5), spatial-geographical 
datasets (LiDAR, satellite images, aerial photographs), 
historical documents such as charters and maps and 
historical studies. For the study area, extracts from 
these databases contain information on the distribu-
tion of late medieval archaeological materials (see also 
Chapter 2), as well as entry points to historical informa-
tion. Historical and archaeological studies are used to 
examine factors such as settlement location (soil type, 
distance to water, distance to trade routes) and local 
political and economic development (power, economic 
focus) that have altered the development of individual 
settlements and the life of their actors. 
 It is important to mention that by the above 
methods, materials and overall research setup, I do not 
aim to independently reanalyze nor majorly rewrite late 
medieval histories of individual settlements or their 
inhabitants. Recent such work is readily available from 
research by others, e.g. De Boer & Geurts (2002; focus-
ing on Kuinre), Geurts (2005; focusing on Urk), and 
Jager (2015; focusing on Kampen), and for settlements 
lost to Zuyder Zee expansion research has been per-
formed by the author (Nagele, Fenehuysen; Chapters 2 
and 4). Essential information concerning the research 
question was extracted from these studies and com-
bined, compared and contrasted taking an interdiscip-
linary position. The main result — and methodological 
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target — of this paper is to establish a narrative for each 
of the four settlements and a conceptual chronological 
model (table) that is based on these narratives. 

Setting the stage
Roman Age and Early Medieval developments 
At the start of the Common Era, roughly 1000 years 
before major lowland areas would begin transform-
ing into the Zuyder Zee, the landscape of the study 
area consisted primarily of unprotected peatland and 
interconnected large bodies of water, fed by rivers and 
smaller streams (Vos 2015; Pierik et al. 2017; Borger 
and Kluiving 2017; Chapter 2).1 The study area proper 
appears to have been mostly uninhabited, although 
humans probably have travelled through it, for example 
considering Roman written sources that mention the 
region of study, and considering interpretations of trade 
based on contemporary archaeological finds north and 
west (Frisia), East (Germania) and South (Roman occu-
pied Germania Inferior) (e.g. Gerrets 2010; Nieuwhof et 
al. 2018). The early Roman historians Pomponius Mela, 
Plinius Maior and Tacitus describe the far stretching 
peatlands and large water bodies of the region, now 
interpreted as an assemblage of lakes, then referred to 
as Lacus Flevo and Flevum (Flevo lake).2 During the 
Roman Era and Early Middle Ages (until the 10th cen-
tury AD) the North Sea gained minor access to the cen-
tral part of the Netherlands via the Vlie tidal inlet (Vos 
2015; Chapter 2). Storm surges enabled the sea to enter, 
flood, cover and erode parts of the peatland landscape 
that surrounded the Flevo lakes (Ente et al. 1986; Vos 
2015). As a result, the lakes gained size and started to 
interconnect. By the 8th century AD the name of the 
open water area in the central Netherlands had changed 
into Almaere, meaning ‘all vast waters’, underlining the 

interconnection of lakes and abundance of water in the 
region (Fig. 6.3: AD 800).3 The Almaere waters were 
used for transport and travelling (see Buisman 1995: 217; 
Mostert 1999: 9). 
 Archaeological evidence from within the Noord-
oost polder region that dates to the early medieval 
period is scarce, especially when compared to the high 
number of objects from the Late Middle Ages (Wiggers 
1955; Van der Heide 1965; Van Popta 2017a). It means 
that the peatlands remained (largely) uninhabited 
during the Early Middle Ages (in contrast to the earlier 
mentioned surroundings). The general trend during the 
Early Middle Ages (Van Bavel 2010: 27) is that of (re)
occupation and (re)cultivation of hardly populated low 
lands in two phases, the first one under Frankish rule 
starting in the 6th century and ending in the 9th cen-
tury mainly affecting the southern Netherlands (with 
Frisia showing independent development; Pollard 1997; 
Van Bavel 2010: 32) and the second one under Ottonian-
Salian and later Saxonian-German empiric rule, lasting 
from c. 1000 until approximately 1300 (Van Bavel & Van 
Zanden 2004: 278-280; Van Bavel 2010, 28; Nieuwhof 
2016a: 95). During the second phase, the peatlands then 
existing in the study area were also cultivated. In other 
words: unlike neighboring more fertile and populous 
Frisia, they were not already cultivated during the ear-
lier phase (Van der Heide 1965; 1974; Hogestijn 1992; 
Van Hezel & Pol 2008; Van Popta & Aalbersberg 2016; 
Chapter 2). Over most of the study area thick peaty 
subsoils were present (a metres thick upper peat layer 
constituted the surface), with very shallow ground-
water tables connected to the many lakes and rivers 
running through it (not major raised bogs, but swamps 
and fenlands; Gotjé 1993) and lacking a clay cover (the 
river IJssel only started to deliver abundant clays down-

Figure 6.3. Palaeogeographical development of the northern part of the Netherlands between AD 800 and 1850 (after Vos et al. 2020); AD 
800: brown = peatland, blue/green = salt marshes, storm surge flood prone; AD 1250 – 1850 green and brown = dike-protected land and 
peatland. Contours of 20th cy reclamations (Fig. 6.1) for reference.
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stream to the area from the 10th century or so; Makaske 
et al. 2008). Such peat land must be considered hard 
to clear and cultivate (the wet and less fertile nature of 
the lowlying peatlands were less suitable for agriculture 
and habitation). Nevertheless, traces of agriculture have 
been found in the late medieval archaeological record 
of several settlement locations in the research area. 
They consist of bone fragments that mainly belong to 
cattle, sheep/goat and pig (see e.g. Wiggers 1955; Van 
der Heide 1965; Chapter 4; 2019b) and archaeobotanical 
remains (pollen and seeds) that have been identified as 
rye, wheat, barley, carrot crops and beets (De Boer & 
Van Doesburg 2001; Kerkhoven 2003; Geurts 2005; Van 
Hezel & Pol 2008). In the Noordoostpolder region agri-
culture appears to have commenced only once popu-
lation numbers in the immediate surroundings began 
to rise significantly (the aforementioned second phase: 
1000-1300 AD). This gives reason to connecting time-
lines of peat land cultivation to those of settlements and 
inhabitants in next sections (see also Chapter 4). 

Late Medieval developments
Major storm floods in the 12th century removed the 
final peat barrier that separated the Almaere from the 
North Sea and scoured and eroded the largely unpro-
tected peatlands of the Almaere region. From histor-
ical records, Gottschalk (1971) and Buisman (1995) 
count between 1150 and 1250 at least ten storm floods, 
half of which likely had a disastrous impact on the 
peatlands of the Noordoostpolder region4, with the 
Allerheiligenvloed (All Saints’ Flood) of 1170 regarded 
the key event responsible for the landscape trans-
formation and toponym replacement of Almaere to 
Zuyder Zee (Fig. 6.3: AD 1250; see also Gottschalk 1971; 
Lenselink & Koopstra 1994; Buisman 1995; Oost 1995; 
Van den Biggelaar et al. 2014; Vos 2015). 
 The late 12th century floods damaged the peatlands 
of the Noordoostpolder region and hence impacted 
the people that had started to cultivate and inhabit 
them since just 150-200 years before (see above). More 
reclaimable and cultivatable lands were needed to com-
pensate the population growth in most parts of the 
Low Countries: the count of Holland was searching for 
lands in the west whereas the bishop of Utrecht and the 
count of Gelre considered the previously uninhabited 
peatlands of the Noordoostpolder region worth cul-
tivating in order to compensate for the need for new 
land and more products (Hogestijn et al. 1994; De Bont 
2008; Van Bavel 2010; Van den Biggelaar; Van Popta & 
Aalbersberg 2016). 
 Prior to this century of storm floods, peatland rec-
lamation works are likely to have started (in the 10th to 
11th century, see above). However, reclamation works 
as executed in that period were still at a relative small 

scale (see e.g. De Bont 2008) and were organized by 
those that owned (or claimed to own) the land. For 
the study area, these were the bishop of Utrecht and 
the abts of the St. Pantaleon and St. Vitus monasteries 
(Mol 2011: 85). These territorial lords appointed vassals 
that were ordered (or they acted on their own initia-
tive) to organize the reclamation and cultivation of the 
lands. They were furthermore enfeoffed with power and 
rights over the people and the lands. In turn, the vas-
sals appointed local bailiffs (schouten) to organize the 
power of jurisdiction. Despite the presence of territorial 
lords, vassals and bailiffs, many of the ordinary people 
in the region (colonists and their offspring) were no 
(predial) serfs (Van Bavel 2010: 83). Instead, they could 
be considered as ‘free’ men, attracted by the territorial 
lords and their vassals to reclaim and cultivate the more 
or less uninhabited peatlands in return for ‘freedom’ 
and protection. They had to pay (small) nominal rents 
(cijnzen and tienden) in recognition to their territorial 
lords. Simultaneous and similar developments and set-
tings occurred in the surroundings of the research area 
(Elburg-Oldebroek-Hasselt-Vollenhove), in the peat 
areas of the present province of Utrecht and (North-) 
Holland (see e.g. Van Bavel 2010, Mol 2011). The culti-
vation of the peatlands of the Noordoostpolder region 
resulted in the origin of several small settlements that 
can be found in four landscape zones: the northeastern 
coastal zone (Fig. 6.4 – Lemmer – Kuinre - Vollenhove), 
the peninsula (Fig. 6.4 – Fenehuysen 1), the islands (Fig. 
6.4 – Urk, Nagele, Marcnesse, Emmeloord) and the 
IJssel river valley and delta (Fig. 6.4 – Kampen) (Van 
der Heide 1965; Van Popta 2017a). 
 Living conditions for the peatland cultivating pion- 
  eers must have been harsh. The ‘freemen’ lived in small 
and isolated settlements, where they would need hous-
ing, food, clothes, warmth and other goods to survive. 
Risks of bad harvest, famine and decease threatened their 
existence (e.g. Van Bavel 2010: 329). Agriculture became 
the most important aspect of subsistence for the society 
at large, although little is known and written on its devel-
opment, dimensions and exact focus (Hoppenbrouwers 
& Noordegraaf 1986; Hoppenbrouwers 1997). At first, 
self-supported livelihood must have been important, 
meaning that agriculture remained predominantly sub-
sistence oriented. It is likely that the inhabitants focused 
on mixed farming which involved both the breeding of 
livestock and the growth of crops. Besides agriculture, 
trade — at first at a local scale and from the 12th and 13th 
century onwards at a regional scale — must have been 
of importance to the newly found settlements from the 
beginning: not only as a necessary development (in case 
of limited or insufficient primary resources), but also 
to raise crops and to ‘feed the towns’. As a result of the 
reclamation and cultivation works, positive (economic) 
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effects occurred on the short term (more space, more 
arable fields, more outcrop). 
 On the long term there would be a negative out-
come for the entire region as the reclamations caused 
dehydration of the peat (oxidation and compaction) and 
consequential land subsidence (submergence). Large 
parts of the cultivated lands became soggy and there-
fore less suitable for agricultural practice. From at least 
the 14th century onwards, farmers were forced to prac-
tice arable farming on the high grounds only whereas 
stockbreeding continued to exist on the lower grounds 
(Geurts 2005; Van Hezel & Pol 2008). 
 Currently the founding dates of the first settle-
ments in the Noordoostpolder can only be estimated 
on the basis of the limited number of historical sources 
and the disturbed archaeological record (Chapter 2). 
Archaeological objects from the region of study indi-
cate that the oldest settlements must have been founded 
in the 11th century (see Wiggers 1955; Van der Heide 
1965; Hogestijn et al. 1994; Van den Biggelaar 2014; Van 
Popta & Aalbersberg 2016; Van Popta 2017a). Based on 
the distribution and density of archaeological objects 
(pottery, bricks, roof tiles, animal bones), several loca-
tions of these late medieval settlements are now known 
(Fig. 6.4; see also Wiggers 1955; Van Popta 2017a; 
Chapter 2). Charters from the 12th and 13th century 
provide their names: Lemmer, Kuinre, Urk, Emmeloord, 
Marcnesse, Nagele, Fenehuysen (Veenhuzien), Kuinre-
zijl, Vollenhove, Genemuiden, Grafhorst, Wilsum, 
IJsselmuiden and Kampen (Fig. 6.5; Mol & Van Vliet 
1998; Mol 2011; Jager 2015; Chapter 2). Most of these 

settlements do still exist today but Marcnesse, Nagele 
and Fenehuysen (see: Van der Heide 1965; Ligtendag 
1995; Kuipers & Van Dierendonck 2004) were taken by 
the Zuyder Zee in the 13th or 14th century (Chapter 2). 
 Religion also played an important role for the inhab-
itants of these small and isolated settlements as religious 
institutions like the St. Pantaleon monastery, the St. 
Vitus monastery, the St. Odulphus monastery and the 
Diocese of Utrecht possessed lands, rights and proper-
ties in the research area (see also Chapters 2 and 4). The 
presence of religious property in the Noordoostpolder 
region is for example proven by several historical char-
ters of the St. Odulphus monastery of Stavoren that 
contain lists of chapels of the monastery. Seven of them 
could be found in the small late medieval settlements 
of the research area: Kuinre, Kuinrezijl, Fenehuysen, 
Marcnesse, Nagele, Emmeloord and Urk. No physical 
remains of these first Christian buildings have been pre-
served due to severe marine erosion. Nevertheless, the 
chapels – and by that the church as an institution – will 
have been at the center of each community, both liter-
ally and figuratively. In fact, these religious institutions 
controlled social structures and acted as ecclesiastical 
authorities. 
 Palaeogeographical and archaeological studies by 
Cohen et al. (2009: 92), Vos & De Vries (2013), Van den 
Biggelaar et al. (2014), Van Popta (2017a), Pierik et al. 
(2017) and Chapter 2 provide more details on the effects 
of peat compaction, storm floods and North Sea ingres-
sion on the Noordoostpolder landscape in Late Middle 
Ages (1100-1400). In no more than 200 years, due to 

Figure 6.4. Landscape development and habitation in the Noordoostpolder region in the 12th–13th centuries (left) and 14th–15th centuries 
(right).
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the earlier mentioned floods and storms, the entire 
peat peninsula, parts of the coastal zone and most of 
the islands were washed away. Similar land erosion 
occurred in other coastal regions of the Low Countries 
such as Zeeland, Holland, Friesland and Groningen. 
As a reaction to increased marine threats at the time 
of increased reliance on peatland agricultural produce 
— small dikes were constructed along the coast and on 
the remaining islands, offering only minor protection 
against the force of the sea (Geurts 2005: 25; Van Bavel 
2010: 42; Van den Biggelaar 2014: 178; Chapter 2). A bat-
tle of men against the coastal dynamics of the Zuyder 
Zee started at the turn of the 13th century, and would 
continue in the following centuries, characterized by 
more storm floods and further land losses (Fig. 6.3:  
AD 1850).

Following the actors
Kuinre
By the end of the Early Middle Ages, the landscape of 
the northeastern part of the study area consisted of vast 
peatlands through which several small rivers worked 
their way towards the Almaere.5 One of these rivers, 
known as the Kuinder, was fed from the Drenthe gla-
cial till-plateau (north east of the study area; Fig. 6.4). 
The Kuinder made its way westwards, connected close 
to the Almaere with another small river known as the 
Linde, before bending southwards and discharging 
into the Almaere waters (De Boer & Geurts 2002; Vos 
& De Vries 2013; Chapter 2). To maintain his authority 
throughout the region, the bishop of Utrecht (amongst 
others) ordered the construction of several bishopric 
strongholds throughout the 12th century (Van Bavel 
2010: 72). One of them would develop into the settle-
ment of Kuinre, close to the location where the Kuinder 
river connected to the Linde river. At first, the settle-
ment of Kuinre was limited to a building with a specific 
economic/military function (domus), several farm-
steads and farmland (swechus) as is mentioned in a his-

torical charter from AD 1118 (De Boer & Geurts 2002: 
16; Mol 2011: 78).6 The Latin text contains the name 
Cunre, but it is unclear whether it refers to the settle-
ment or to the river. The charter also mentions that 
the domus and swechus previously belonged to bishop 
Conrad (AD 1076-1099), meaning that settlement in 
Kuinre began before the start of the 12th century (Mol 
2011: 79). The so-called Andreas Charter (foundation 
charter) of the St. Odulphus monastery of Stavoren in 
Frisia (dating to AD 1132) mentions that at that time a 
church or chapel had been built in close vicinity of the 
‘house’ and farmsteads of Kunre (Mol & Van Vliet 1998: 
120; De Boer & Geurts 2002: 16). 
 In the second half of the 12th century, a fortification 
was built near the settlement to protect the northeast-
ern border of the bishops’ territory against Frisian raids, 
as is written in the Annales Egmundenses (Gumbert-
Hepp et al. 2007). The fortification was inhabited by a 
vassal of the bishop named Heinricus Grus, also known 
and referred to in historical sources as ‘Henric of Kunre’ 
or ‘Henric de Crane’ (Janse 1993: 40; De Boer & Geurts 
2002: 33). It is possible that the fortification in which 
he lived belonged to the motte castle type, but there 
is no physical evidence to prove it. In AD 1197, Grus’ 
fortification was attacked and destroyed by Frisian 
militia under leadership of William I of Holland, the 
future count of Holland, and Grus was driven away 
(Brill 1983: 117-118; Janse 1993: 40; De Boer & Geurts 
2002: 29; Burgers 2004: 86; Gumbert-Hepp et al. 2007: 
297).7 Without doubt the bishop of Utrecht considered 
the destruction of his stronghold an attempt to under-
mine his authority. In following years he made new alli-
ances to strengthen his position, and made a treaty with 
William I (by then count of Holland) which included 
the return of Heinricus Grus in Kuinre in 1204. Soon 
after his return a new castle was constructed, nowadays 
referred to as Kuinre Castle I (Fig. 6.6; see: De Boer 
& Van Doesburg 2001; De Boer & Geurts 2002). The 
remains of this castle were discovered shortly after the 

Figure 6.5. 15th-century copy of 13th-century charter of the St. Odulphus monastery that mentions the late medieval settlements in the 
Noordoostpolder region (highlighted) (after Tresoar).
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reclamation of parts of the Zuyder Zee. Archaeological 
research was conducted by Modderman (1945), Van der 
Heide (1954/1955) and De Boer & Van Doesburg (2001) 
and provided limited evidence on its appearance: a cir-
cular castle site, surrounded by six moats, with an ele-
vated courtyard that was surrounded by a ring-wall. 

Until now it remains unclear whether buildings were 
constructed within the castle walls. The castle is men-
tioned in a historical charter dated to 1363, proving that 
it still stood after one and a half century, but another 
charter, dated to 1378, describes the construction of a 
new castle complex at Kuinre (De Boer & Geurts 2002: 

Figure 6.6. Top left: the reconstruction of Kuinre castle I (photo Bayke de Vries, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Terrein_met_
resten_van_de_Kuinderburcht_2.jpg, CC BY-SA/4.0). Top right: overview of Kuinre, its castles and a simplified interpretation of the late 
medieval course of the Kuinder river (Y.T. van Popta). Bottom: impression of present-day Kuinre and canalized Kuinder river (public 
domain: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kuinre_Panorama_10.JPG).
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31).8 Archaeological research at the Kuinre Castle I site 
has proven that occupation of the castle came to an end 
in the third quarter of the 14th century (De Boer & Van 
Doesburg 2001: 82). It means that the Kuinre Castle 
I was given up by the time Kuinre Castle II was con-
structed, likely because of storms and floods that kept 
on eroding the peatlands of the region. One particu-
lar flood is likely to be held responsible for the aban-
donment of Kuinre Castle I, described by historical 
sources as the flood in the night of St. Victor (9 – 10 
October 1375): the sea breached through many dikes in 
the Low Countries, including dikes along the shores of 
the Zuyder Zee, people had to leave their belongings 
behind and fled to higher ground (Gottschalk 1971; 
Buisman 1996; De Boer & Geurts 2002). 
 Kuinre Castle II was constructed further inland, 
northeast of Castle I and on the opposite side of the river 
(Fig. 6.6). The castle site consisted of a circular elevated 
courtyard surrounded by a wooden stockade, four con-
centric moats and a bridge (De Boer & Van Doesburg 
2001; De Boer & Geurts 2002). The castle became the 
residence of Herman II of Kuinre (possible offspring of 
Heinricus Grus), but was handed over to the author-
ity of Frederik van Blankenheim (bishop of Utrecht) in 
1407. During the next century the bishops repeatedly 
spend money to maintain the castle as it was constantly 
threatened by the Zuyder Zee and damaged during 
skirmishes. As the Kuinre castles were solely built for 
territorial and military purposes, they lost their impor-
tance after the bishop of Utrecht transferred his terri-
torial power to the Habsburgian German empiric ruler 
Charles V in 1528 (Janse 1993: 373). Kuinre Castle II was 
completely deconstructed before AD 1536 as is evident 
from archaeological research, whereas ‘an earthen hill 
that once contained a castle’ is mentioned in 16th cen-
tury sources (Modderman 1945: 39; De Boer & Geurts 
2002: 61). 

Late medieval life in Kuinre
The first people to arrive at the location of Kuinre, likely 
somewhere in the 11th century, were those that wanted 
to reclaim the peatlands: colonists that acted under the 
supervision of vassals of the bishop of Utrecht and had 
to pay taxes (tienden) to the bishop and (later on) to the 
lords of Kuinre (De Boer & Geurts 2002: 16). The ditches 
they dug have been found during the excavations of the 
two Kuinre castles and can still be seen on aerial photo-
graphs and LIDAR-data. The settlers of Kuinre and their 
offspring lived the life of farmers: they cultivated the 
lands and put them to use for arable farming (mainly 
the production of rye) and animal husbandry (the 
breeding of cattle, pig and sheep). No intact remains 
of Kuinder houses have been found, but the charter of 
AD 1118 mentions the existence of several farmsteads at 

Kuinre. By contrast great numbers of animal bones have 
been found at the location of both castles and the settle-
ment, mainly belonging to livestock such as cattle, pig 
and sheep (see: Modderman 1945; Van der Heide 1954; 
De Boer & Van Doesburg 2001). Less evidence exists 
of arable farming as only limited archaeobotanical 
research has been carried out at Kuinre. Nevertheless, 
remains of rye, barley and wheat have been found near 
the castle sites, indicating that these crops were part 
of the late medieval diet of the castle’s occupants (De 
Boer & Van Doesburg 2001). In time, dehydration of 
the peatlands caused land subsidence and an increased 
vulnerability towards seasonal and incidental floodings, 
resulting in increasingly wet and soggy farmlands (De 
Boer & Geurts 2002: 16). Practicing agriculture on these 
fields became increasingly difficult, and many farmers 
decided, probably during the 14th or 15th century, to 
abandon arable farming and to solely focus on trade and 
livestock breeding. The latter must have been (partially) 
export oriented in order to purchase/import grain from 
elsewhere. 
 Historical, palaeogeographical and archaeological 
sources each indicate that the late medieval inhabit-
ants of Kuinre were dealing with threats of flooding and 
land loss to Zuyder Zee (De Boer & Van Doesburg 2001; 
Chapter 2). Remains of late medieval dikes have been 
found to the east of Kuinre, but their relatively small 
size could only have offered limited protection against 
floods (see Wiggers 1955; Van Popta 2017a; Chapter 2). 
It is likely that the direct surroundings of the settle-
ment and castles were also protected by late medieval 
dikes, but coastal erosion by the Zuyder Zee continu-
ing to the early 20th century, has washed away all spe-
cific evidence; only discolorations of the subsoil reveal 
the locations of the former dikes. Because of the overall 
flatness of the landscape along the banks of the Kuinder 
river, when Kuinre Castle I became threatened, the only 
option was to move away from the water as is suggested 
by the abandonment of Kuinre Castle I. 
 The historically best known inhabitants of late 
medieval Kuinre were the lords of Kuinre. It is import-
ant to realize that these lords were not representatives 
of the pioneers that started Kuinre: they only arrived 
when they were able to make a profit (from their pos-
ition of power) (Van Bavel 2010: 66). Heinricus Grus as 
the founding father of the Lords of Kuinre dynasty is 
considered the oldest inhabitant known by name (1197; 
Janse 1993: 40). His descendants would reside at the cas-
tle from the end of the 12th century until 1407, starting 
as ministeriales of the bishop of Utrecht. By the end of 
the 13th century the status of the lords of Kuinre had 
changed from ministeriales into landlords (landheren) 
as was approved by the bishop (De Boer & Geurts 2002: 
34). The strategic location of Kuinre, close to the Frisian 
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border, the Kuinder river and the important long-dis-
tance trade routes across the Zuyder Zee (see also: 
Kampen), became well exploited by the lords of Kuinre 
and the inhabitants of the settlement. During the 13th 
and 14th centuries they made alliances with the counts 
of Holland (c. 1300) and Gelre (c. 1336), started mint-
ing their own coins, collected tolls and fought against 
the Frisians (Vos van Steenwijk 1976: 83; Janse 1993: 93; 
De Boer & Geurts 2002: 42). They furthermore acted as 
privateers on the Zuyder Zee, and in the 14th century 
allegedly terrorized merchant shipping as is written in 
several historical documents.9 This spread their name 
throughout Hanseatic parts of Europe (i.e. Germany, 
Denmark, Baltic) with Hanseatic towns Hamburg, 
Lübeck, Stralsund and Danzig demanding the lords of 
Kuinre to leave their ships alone (De Vos van Steenwijk 
1979; De Boer & Geurts 2002: 42).10 By 1385, Kuinre 
became a city in legal terms, as is written in a histor-
ical document by Herman II, lord of Kuinre, in which 
he granted the inhabitants of Kuinre privileges (buur-
recht) and took care of their rights (De Boer & Geurts  
2002: 66).11 
 The inhabitants of Kuinre also took advantage of the 
abundance of water in their surroundings as it provided 
opportunities to put fish on the menu (remains of fish 
traps have been found near the castles) and to use the 
water for transport and trade. The use of water is high-
lighted by the fact that the largest concentration of ship-
wrecks in the entire province of Flevoland is found in 
the immediate surroundings of the harbour of Kuinre 
(see: Van Popta 2012) whereas the trade is proven by 
the fact that the lords of Kuinre minted their own coins 
(De Boer & Geurts 2002: 40). Although clear evidence 
is lacking, it seems likely that Kuinre functioned as a 
local market place for goods and products throughout 
the 13th and 14th century, considering its suitable loca-
tion and the aspects mentioned above. 
 By the end of the Late Middle Ages storms calved 
off the last remaining peatlands between the settlement 
and the Zuyder Zee. Kuinre’s new status as coastal town 
and market place at the Kuinder river mouth brought 
economic prosperity to its citizens (Mooijweer 1992). 
After the Middle Ages and the downfall of the lords of 
Kuinre the inhabitants of Kuinre continued their trade 
(i.e. butter) and started to focus on fishing. By the 18th 
century the harbour of Kuinre became silted-up due 
to the incessant marine deposition of coastal sand, 
effectively blocking marine trade. The town was, how-
ever, still connected to its hinterland via the Kuinder 
and Linde rivers. The citizens consequently reoriented 
trade patterns to the hinterland in the 18th and 19th 
century. Peat fuel (turfs) was extracted from the sur-
roundings and transported inland via the rivers, but 
this trade never flourished. After the construction of 

the IJsselmeer closure dam (Afsluitdijk) in 1932 and the 
reclamation of the Zuyder Zee, Kuinre lost its mari-
time character altogether and its population decreased 
considerably. 

Kampen
The city of Kampen can be found in the southeastern 
part of the study area, located on the western bank 
of the IJssel river, close to its current mouth (see Fig. 
6.4). By the 10th century AD, this part of the Almaere 
region was characterized by uncultivated and desolate 
peatlands, divided in a western and eastern part by the 
then still very young IJssel river. In the 7th to 8th cen-
tury AD, the IJssel had become an active branch of the 
Rhine river that discharged into open waters in the east 
of the study area (historically referred to as Salahon), 
connected to the expanding Almaere lake (Makaske et 
al. 2008; Cohen et al. 2009). In the following centuries, 
water flow and channel size of the IJssel river would 
increase and a small delta developed at the river mouth 
(Ente 1973; Cohen et al. 2009; 2012; 2016). Reclamation 
and cultivation of the lands to the east and west of the 
IJssel river started in the 11th century (Jager 2015: 69). 
At first habitation concentrated on higher grounds 
(river dunes) to the east of the IJssel river (Wilsum, 
Oosterholt, IJsselmuiden, Grafhorst). Land reclamation 
to the west of the IJssel river started in the 11th century 
and first half of the 12th century — which is before the 
AD 1170 Allerheiligenvloed — and resulted in the origin 
of the settlement Zalk on a natural levee of the IJssel 
river (Jager 2015: 129). 
 During this phase of reclamation and cultivation, the 
lands close to the IJssel river mouth were not yet culti-
vated and Kampen did not exist. There has been a lot of 
debate on the origin of Kampen, whether it was related 
to a mark (marke) organization, whether the settlement 
was founded by immigrants from Frisia or Wilsum, by 
merchants from Tiel or Cologne, or by cultivators from 
West-Frisia and Holland (see e.g. Van Engelen van der 
Veen 1937; Fehrman 1952; Van Mierlo 1984; Speet et 
al. 1986). Lenferink et al. (1993) and Kossmann-Putto 
& Kossmann (2009) provide an extensive and critical 
overview of this ongoing discussion and prove that the 
lands of Kampen belonged to the monastery of Essen 
before AD 1227. The oldest archaeological evidence of 
Kampen dates to the 12th century AD, whereas his-
torical sources mention the settlement for the first 
time in AD 1227 (Van Mierlo 1984; Kossmann-Putto 
& Kossmann 2009: 17; Jager 2015: 129). The first phase 
of habitation is roughly dated between 1150 and 1200  
— likely after the Allerheiligenvloed of AD 1170 — 
during which Kampen can be characterized as a small 
agrarian settlement. According to Jager (2015), its 
inhabitants (settlers) were predominantly focused on 
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land reclamation and agriculture (on both sides of the 
dike). The wet environment forced them to be creative: 
they constructed a dike (Oudestraat) along the river 
and inland artificial mounds on which the first houses 
were built (Lenferink et al. 1993: 22; Jager 2015: 133). 
Archaeological objects (i.e. pottery sherds) found inside 
the dike date its origin to the late 12th century (Vlierman 
1997: 119). Besides some archaeological finds no clear 
evidence exists of these early farmsteads, although it is 
assumed that they were wooden structures (Jager 2015: 
143). In contrast, Kossmann-Putto & Kossmann (2009: 
36) state that Kampen from the start focused on trade as 
its location near the IJssel river mouth was specifically 
chosen for that cause by the Essen monastery. 
 Launching Kampen as a trade centre should thus 
be seen as a second phase of this settlement, starting 
at the dawn of the 13th century (Lenferink et al. 1993: 
16; Jager 2015: 145), following up on the initial peat-land 
agrarian settlement on the narrow natural levees of the 
river. The trade centre launch would have happened at 
a moment that agragrian interests of inhabiting peat 
lands (not just near Kampen where a fringe of peatland 
would actually survive, but also near Dronthen and 
Elburg to the east and southeast where it was lost) suf-
fered the negative effects of the 12th-13th century storm 
surges (notably in AD 1170 and AD 1196). The storm-
surge impacts may be said to have had positive effects 
on the late medieval development of Kampen. A good 
part of cultivated peatland in its immediate vicinity sur-
vived (Fig. 6.4), while beyond the storm surges cleared 
the path for old and new trade routes over water using 
the IJssel river and Zuyder Zee. These routes connected 
the Rhine-Meuse-Scheldt delta (Holland, Flanders), the 

Rhine hinterland (Central and Southern Germany), the 
North Sea (Frisia, England, Denmark, Norway) and 
the Baltic Sea (Northern Germany, Sweden, Prussia, 
Poland, Russia). This had lasting impact on the Kampen 
area: from a relatively insignificant agricultural frontier 
settlement it became a maritime urban center (Looper 
2010: 117; Jager 2015: 135; see also Chapter 3; note that 
this contradicts the hypothesis of Kossmann-Putto & 
Kossmann 2009: 36). 
 The 13th-century urban transformation is charac-
terized by several aspects. Around AD 1220 a church 
was built from tuff blocks, presumably being the first 
stone building of Kampen (Van der Heide 1961; Kreek 
in press). Furthermore, from the second half of the 
13th century a city wall was constructed, a feature that 
only belonged to relatively wealthy and powerful cities 
(although Kampen never officially gained city rights; see 
Jager 2015: 153). Kampen reached this stage within one 
and a half century after its founding, having its Golden 
Age in the 13th and 14th centuries. The size and popu-
lation of the city kept on growing, the city’s defense was 
further improved, originally wooden buildings were 
steadily replaced by stone constructions and wealth 
among the citizens increased (Fig. 6.7). 
 The main reason for these developments and the 
decisive factor that distinguishes Kampen from sur-
rounding settlements (Zalk, Wilsum, Grafhorst) was 
its suitable location: a ‘gateway city’ or maritime tran-
sit point between traffic on the IJssel and Vecht rivers 
(towards Germany and the Rhineland) on the one hand 
and traffic on the Zuyder Zee (towards the North Sea 
and Baltic Sea) on the other hand (Weststrate 2008: 
26; Weststrate 2010: 146; Jager 2015: 430). Large sea-

Figure 6.7. Left: the size of the city center of Kampen in c. AD 1335 (orange) and AD 1400 (orange and red). Right: a present-day aerial 
photograph of Kampen. The houses in between both churches form the oldest part of the city (beeldbank.rws.nl, RWS/Joop van Houdt).
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going ships from various regions in Europe such as 
Flanders, England, Denmark, Norway, Sweden and the 
East Frisian Peninsula were unable to sail the shallow 
waters of the IJssel river whereas river vessels from 
the Meuse-Rhine region were too small to sail on the 
dangerous waters of the Zuyder Zee and North Sea. 
Ships of Kampen also travelled to coastal regions of the 
Baltic, Atlantic and North Sea: from Riga to Newcastle 
and from Bergen to Lisbon (Robijn 2005:181; Jager 2015: 
427). Of all Dutch cities, Kampen is considered to have 
been the leading one in the Baltic trade (Weststrate 
2008: 30). Halfway through the 14th century Kampen 
had established strong connections with the power-
ful Hanseatic League, although it lasted until AD 1441 
before the city became an official member of the League 
(Looper 2010: 114; Jager 2015: 126). From the 15th cen-
tury onwards, maritime trade slowly turned its way to 
the western part of Holland. In parallel, the IJssel river 
outlets started to silten up and freighters became larger, 
which limited the accessibility of the Kampen cays 
(Jager 2015: 434; Waldus 2018). 

Late medieval life in Kampen
The first people to arrive and settle near the IJssel 
river mouth (12th century) — the future inhabitants of 
Kampen — were colonists and farmers, like those who 
had founded the nearby settlements Zalk, Grafhorst, 
IJsselmuiden and Wilsum, that cultivated the lands of 
the bishop of Utrecht. In time, agricultural focus shifted 
from mixed farming to cattle breeding as arable farm-
ing proved to be ineffective due to compaction and oxi-
dation of the peatlands (Kossmann-Putto & Kossmann 
2009). This is proven by the large amounts of grain that 
were imported from the 13th century onwards (Van 
Haaster et al. 2001: 14; Jager 2015: 258; Zeiler 2018: 201). 
No in situ archaeological evidence exists of the homes 
of these early farmers, but it is likely that they lived in 
wooden houses on small artificial mounds along primi-
tive dikes (Jager 2015: 445). 
 Economic growth and prosperity in the second 
half of the 13th and 14th centuries (due to the success-
ful combination of agriculture and trade) attracted all 
sorts of people with different backgrounds to Kampen: 
traders, merchants and craftsmen. At first new inhab-
itants arrived from the direct surroundings of Kampen 
but from AD 1350 onwards, parallel to the rise of the 
Hanseatic League (by then, Kampen was considered an 
associated member) people came from other regions 
like Westphalia (Münster), the Rhine region (Duisburg, 
Cologne) and Holland (Kolman 1990: 146; Jager 2015: 
114). It resulted in a mixed population and a diverse 
economic system with a focus on trade, industry, agri-
culture and fishing. Many products like steel, wine, 
cloth, fish, wool, butter, cattle, beer, rye and wood were 

brought to and sold in Kampen (Jager 2015: 136). Trade 
might be considered as the most important economic 
sector of Kampen throughout the Late Middle Ages, 
but one should not underestimate the lasting impor-
tance of agriculture, as wealthy citizens of Kampen 
owned lands to the west (Broeken and Maten) and 
north (Kampereiland) of the city (Selles 1996: 158; Jager 
2015: 435). This number of people that lived in comfort 
(i.e. landowners and nobles) kept rising during the 14th 
century and they were happy to spend their money on 
buying land as it provided a good investment and a lot 
of prestige. 
 Population growth, especially from the 14th cen-
tury onwards, also caused the rise of many crafts and 
guilds in Kampen (as in other cities of significant size) 
that can be divided into (amongst others) the food sec-
tor (e.g. millers, butchers, bakers, brewers), the cloth 
sector (e.g. weavers, tailors, hatters), the leather sector 
(shoemakers), the metal sector (smiths), the transport 
sector (shipping) and the construction sector (e.g. car-
penters, bricklayers, slaters, woodworkers, coopers).12 
Clearly, Kampen became a center (with focus on trade 
and specific goods) of both regional and international 
importance. 
 Remains of several late 12th century wooden houses 
have been found in the city center of Kampen. They 
might have belonged to early craftsmen and prove that 
Kampen, to some extent, functioned as a center of trade 
by the end of the 12th century (Van Nie & Smit 1997; 
Bouwmeester 2014). These houses consisted of one large 
room with a loam floor, wattle walls and/or timbered 
walls, a roof made of straw or reed and a fireplace in the 
center of the room (Kolman 1990: 160; Lenferink et al. 
1993: 22; Kolman 1997: 54). The first stone houses were 
constructed in the 13th century by order of the town 
council, although there were few of them (unafford-
able as they were for many citizens) until the second 
quarter of the 14th century (Lenferink et al. 1993; Jager 
2015: 190). Archaeological and historical research has 
provided more details on the appearance of these new 
structures: they are elongated houses that consisted of 
a wooden framework, stone walls and a wooden roof 
construction (Kolman 1997: 56). The house was div-
ided in two sections: the main room and the backroom, 
both with their own hearth. The main room was used 
as salon, workspace, office, living room and bedroom, 
while the backroom was inhabited by another family or 
used as kitchen (Kolman 1990: 162). The scullery, wash-
house and toilet were situated in the backyard. 
 There is no accurate information on population dens-
ity of Kampen throughout the Late Middle Ages, but 
15th century historical sources and historical research 
indicate that by AD 1420 the total number of registered 
inhabitants must have been somewhere between 5300 
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and 8100 (Van der Vlis 1974; Kolman 1990; Benders 
1995; Lourens & Lucassen 1997; Jager 2015). The actual 
number of inhabitants must have been higher since 
poor immigrants were unable to obtain civil rights and 
therefore remained unregistered (Kolman 1990: 146). 
 A selection of the wealthy and influential citizens, 
especially merchants, was represented in the Council 
of Kampen and ruled over the city. Before the estab-
lishment of the Council, management and jurisdiction 
were held by a representative of the bishop of Utrecht, 
the schout (Kossmann-Putto 2009: 59). The monasteries 
were excepted as they possessed their own jurisdiction 
to a certain degree (Jager 2015: 293). Breaking the rule 
of law of the Council resulted in penalties like banish-
ment, public humiliation, mutilation and, last but not 
least, capital punishment (Jager 2015: 432). 

Urk
When studying maps of the Zuyder Zee from the 11th 
century onwards it is not hard to identify Urk as an 
island in the approximate centre of it. While the Zuyder 
Zee expanded, Urk would stay an inhabited island with 
an increasingly remote location. The closest inhabited 
place nearby was the fellow island of Schokland (at 12,5 
km), and the nearest mainland shore of the Zuyder Zee 
was 18,5 km away (Kampen). In the Early Middle Ages 
(say AD 500), when the Almaere was still to expand and 
transition into Zuyder Zee, Urk as a the future island was 
still part of a large peat peninsula (Fig. 6.8), connected 
to main land in the vicinity of the IJssel river mouth 
(Cohen et al. 2009; Vos & De Vries 2013; Chapter 2). 
The later island Schokland was also part of this penin-

sula, as were the peat lands of Kampen. By AD 900 the 
peninsula was breached (see above, Fig. 6.4). For some 
time (about two centuries), Urk and Schokland may 
have been one large island in the expanding Almaere 
waters. By the time of the Allerheiligenvloed (1170) and 
commencement of the Zuyder Zee, however, it had 
further broken up and Urk was already separated from 
Schokland (see: Wiggers 1955: 92; Ente et al. 1986: 130; 
Hogestijn 1992; Chapter 2). 
 A charter from AD 966 mentions the name Urk for 
the first time when emperor Otto I donates land to the 
St.-Pantaleon monastery of Cologne (De Vries 1962: 28; 
Geurts 2005: 32). The donation of land is characterized 
as ‘half of a certain island in the Almaere, called Urk, 
and all lands in between the far side of the Nakala river 
and Vunningha’.13 The donation includes not only land 
but also meadows, fishing grounds, roads and other 
properties (De Vries 1962: 28). It is not clear what part 
of the property lists refers to Urk proper and what to 
the lands between the Nakala river and Vunningha (this 
must have been peatland in between Urk and Kuinre; 
see also Chapter 2). Another charter from AD 968 also 
mentions Urk regarding the donation of meadows, 
fields, forests, water and serfs by Otto I to the St.-Vitus 
abbey in Hoch-Elten (Geurts 2005: 33). The content of 
both charters implies that the island of Urk and sur-
rounding peat lands were cultivated and inhabited 
to a certain extent by the 10th century AD (De Vries 
1962: 29; Geurts 2005: 33).14 In contrast, archaeological 
sources provide limited evidence for 10th century habi-
tation on what is now known as Urk. This means that 
(1) the habitation during this period was very limited, 

Figure 6.8. Left: Urk (black circle) as part of a large peat peninsula during the Roman Period (palaeogeographical map AD 100: Vos et 
al. 2020), breached and broken up in early medieval times. Right: as an island in the middle of the Zuyder Zee in the early 20th century 
(Kadaster, Gemeentekaart).
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or (2) its superficial remains have been washed away 
by late medieval floods (the island Urk was stronger 
exposed to incoming storm surges than e.g. Kuinre and 
Kampen in their inland coastal positions), or (3) habita-
tion existed primarily on later lost western parts of the 
island (buried remains of it could reside under water), 
or a combination of these. The oldest reliable and accu-
rately registered archaeological finds for Urk date back 
to the 12th century AD (Chapter 2). There might have 
been several inhabited areas on the originally larger 
island, but their locations cannot be derived from the 
(limited) data on distribution and density of archaeo-
logical objects (Geurts 2005: 28). By contrast aerial 
photographs and LiDAR images do clearly depict traces 
of the medieval peat reclamations, e.g. a network of 
ditches in the northeastern part of the island and dikes 
on the southeastern edge of the island, comparable to 
the traces found near Kuinre (see Van Popta 2017a; Van 
Popta 2019b: area 5/settlement Fenehuysen II).
 The storm floods of the 12th and 13th centuries dras-
tically reduced the size of Urk island, a consequence of 
the reclamations even though dikes were constructed 
along the borders of the island (see: Van der Heide 1958; 
Van Popta 2017a; Chapter 2). The inhabitants of Urk 
were able to retreat to a small patch of higher ground 
that constituted the center of their island (boulder clay 
outcrop, a natural leftover of the Saalian Glaciation 
some 150,000 years ago). This outcrop was much more 
resistant to the eroding force of the Zuyder Zee than 
the peatland coasts. Other settled places in and around 
the Zuyder Zee with outcrops offering such geological 
retreat opportunity were Wieringen, Gaasterland, Vol-
len hove, the north Veluwe flank (Elburg, Harderwijk) 
and Het Gooi (Muiderberg). The settlements Kuinre, 
Nagele (below) and perhaps also Kampen (above) 
lacked such opportunity.
 By the end of the 13th century AD, the count of 
Holland started ruling over the lands of Urk (and 
Emmeloord as well), whereas before the island had 
belonged to the monasteries of St.-Pantaleon and St.-
Vitus since the 10th century (Geurts 2005: 34).15 The 
cause of this transition of ownership is not entirely clear, 
but historical documents suggest that some parts of the 
land and properties of the monasteries were sold to the 
count of Holland whereas other parts were given as part 
of peace treaties (Geurts 2005: 34). Authority was not 
exercised by the count of Holland himself but enfeoffed 
to knights from the eastern part of the Low Countries. 
The oldest recorded and preserved enfeoffment of Urk, 
dating to the 17th of July 1331, was addressed to vassal 
Johan (Jan) I, lord of Kuinre (De Vries 1962: 49; De Boer 
& Geurts 2002: 111; Geurts 2005: 35). The lords of Voorst, 
powerful knights from the vicinity of Zwolle, were also 
given rights on the island by AD 1364 (Geurts 2005: 

36). The authorities of both vassals were geographically 
separated: the lord of Voorst ruled the lands to the 
south of the church of Urk whereas the lord of Kuinre 
ruled the other part of the island. By 1380 Albrecht of 
Beieren, count of Holland, had given all rights to the 
lord of Kuinre, but this new situation would also not last 
long. In 1381 the entire enfeoffment was made undone 
by the count and given to an influential nobleman 
from Holland, Dirk van Zwieten (Janse 1993: 94).16 As 
a matter of defense against Frisian privateers and the 
lords of Kuinre and Voorst, Van Zwieten quickly built a 
blockhouse in the southern part of the island.17 It was a 
wooden stronghold on a stone base that could hold 25 
men and several prisoners (De Vries 1962: 61; Geurts 
2005: 36). Obviously, the bishop of Utrecht and lord of 
Kuinre were not amused and the latter tried to attack 
Van Zwieten several times (De Vries 1962: 63). In 1388 a 
truce was negotiated between Van Zwieten and the lord 
of Kuinre that would last for twenty years (Janse 1993: 
94). During this period, Urk functioned as a port of 
refuge for privateers that attacked Frisian ships on the 
Zuyder Zee (Geurts 2005: 37). After Albrecht of Beieren 
had passed away in AD 1404, the lord of Voorst seized 
the opportunity to reclaim his rights on Urk in which 
he succeeded. Four years later he renounced his rights 
again whereupon the new count of Holland, Willem VI, 
transferred them to Herman III, lord of Kuinre (Geurts 
2005: 37). 

Medieval life on Urk
Late medieval Urk must have been an interesting sight 
from a distance: a small elevation in the middle of the 
Zuyder Zee with some habitation on top and bare 
peatlands surrounding it, subject to many storms and 
floods. The settlers that reclaimed and cultivated the 
lands of Urk likely arrived in the 10th century when Urk 
was still a peninsular cape. Just like those of Kuinre and 
Kampen, they at first concentrated on agriculture as 
proven by the charters in which emperor Otto I donates 
meadows, fields and hayfields (Vreugdenhil 1999: 19). 
Due to the presence of higher grounds on Urk, arable 
farming was maintained to some extent, whereas cattle 
breeding was practiced in the low-lying reclaimed peat-
lands (Vreugdenhil 1999: 19; Geurts 2005: 40). Although 
the right of fishing is mentioned in the charter of AD 
966, no historical or archaeological sources testify of its 
importance for Urk throughout the Late Middle Ages 
(Ypma 1962: 27; Geurts 2005: 42). 
 It is presumed that the inhabitants of Urk paid nom-
inal rents and delivered goods (e.g. grain, butter) to 
their territorial lords (Geurts 2005: 33). The exact size 
of the late medieval community on Urk is unknown. 
Population numbers were first recorded in AD 1637 
(Geurts 2005: 31) at which time the community con-
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sisted of approximately 300 inhabitants. The wealth and 
prosperity in Kampen, roughly 20 km to the southeast 
of Urk, did not remain unnoticed on Urk. Several 14th 
century sources from the IJssel river town mention the 
surname Van Urc(k) (meaning: from Urk) and indicate 
that people from Urk moved to Kampen (De Vries 1962: 
47). Vice versa some wealthy citizens from Kampen were 
able to buy and own farmland on Urk (Geurts 2005: 41). 
Furthermore, the people of Urk focused to some extent 
on maritime trade thanks to their location in the Zuyder 
Zee, being familiar with the navigability of surrounding 
outer and inner waters and the economic prosperity 
of cities like Kampen and Deventer and perhaps rising 
cities in the western part of the Zuyder Zee region like 
Amsterdam, Hoorn and Enkhuizen (De Vries 1962: 44). 
From the 14th century onwards the inhabitants of Urk 
withdrew to the highest part of the island while most 
of the peatland was taken by the sea, leaving only a 
small strip of land (protected by dikes) to the east of 
the bolder clay outcrop intact. Life on the small island 
became tougher and agriculture as the main source of 
livelihood was replaced by fishing in the 17th century 
(Geurts 2005: 340). 

Nagele
The settlement Nagele has a rather short and tragic 
history. Historical records prove the past existence of 
the settlement, but a precise location of it is unknown 
until today. The toponym Nagele seems to be related 
to the Nakala river that was mentioned in the char-
ter of AD 966 (see: Urk). The name of the settlement 
is also mentioned in some 12th century documents 
(Hogeman 1881; De Vries 1962; Mol & Van Vliet 1998; 
Geurts 2005; Pol 2015). Several 15th century copies of 
12th and 13th century charters from the St. Odulphus 
monastery of Stavoren mention the chapel of Nagele 
as one belonging to the monastery (Mol & Van Vliet 
1998). Other settlements from the region of study (i.e. 
Kuinre and Urk) are also listed in these charters in a 
geographically defined order (Mol 2011; Chapter 2). The 
list starts with the names of settlements in the south-
western part of Friesland and makes its way through 
the northwestern part of Overijssel into the area lost to 
later Zuyder Zee expansion. Nagele is mentioned on the 
list after Sileham (present-day IJsselham), the drowned 
settlements Fenehuysen and Marcnesse and before Urk. 
Based on this order, Nagele should be sought some-
where in the southwest of the Noordoostpolder, at that 
time peatland area. The settlement disappears from 
historical records after AD 1245. It seems that a major 
storm (e.g. that of AD 1248 or AD 1250) washed away 
the settlement (Buisman 1995: 4667-472), but damage 
and land loss started presumably by the aforementioned 
Allerheiligenvloed (AD 1170) and separation of Urk 

and Schokland from the main land peat fringe. Klappe 
(1992: 31-34) believes that Nagele drowned in the early 
14th century (perhaps due to a large flood in AD 1307), 
as the city of Kampen registered several new citizens 
‘from Nagele’ in AD 1308 (see also: Groothoff 2008: 404; 
Roemeling 2013: 209). Drawing comparisons to repeti-
tive storm damage to the SW of neighboring island 
Schokland (e.g. Van den Biggelaar et al. 2014), it is well 
possible that the Nagele island shrunk in size and was 
abandoned in step wise fashion.
 On neighboring Urk and Schokland, the downfall of 
Nagele led to a lot of local folklore, passed on by oral 
tradition. Fishermen told stories of stormy nights on 
the Zuyder Zee during which they could hear church 
bells ring, of gravestones caught in nets and/or nets 
that got snagged on structures on the seafloor (Reinsma 
2009; Chapter 3). When in the 1940s the northeastern 
part of the Zuyder Zee was embanked and drained in 
the 1940s, no intact remains of Nagele were found. For 
some time scholars believed that nothing remained of 
the settlements that drowned during the Late Middle 
Ages. However, research by Wiggers (1955), Van der 
Heide (1965), Van Popta (2017a) and Van Popta et al. 
(2020) has revealed clusters of late medieval archaeo-
logical objects in the Noordoostpolder region actually 
represent drowned settlements. Re-emerged remains 
of drowned Nagele are most likely to be found to the 
northeast of the island of Urk, based on the information 
from historical records and the composition of arch-
aeological finds (Fig. 6.9). 
 Little is known of late medieval Nagele and even 
less is known of its inhabitants and their way of life. 
The first ones to arrive, likely in the 10th or 11th cen-
tury, cultivated the peatlands and lived lives similar to 
the pioneer farmers like those of i.e. Kuinre, Urk and 
Kampen. Some of them were probably involved in 
maritime trade, as historical records mention Nagele as 
maritime transit point between Stavoren and the IJssel 
river mouth (Pol 2015: 47). The charters of the monas-
tery of Stavoren describe Nagele as a settlement with a 
church or chapel, probably brick-built considering the 
late medieval bricks that were found after the reclam-
ations on the assumed settlement location. During the 
short period of existence of Nagele (no more than 300 
years), storms and floods must have seriously limited 
economic and infrastructural development of the 
settlement. Small dikes like those constructed near Urk, 
Schokland and Kuinre did not stand against the erod-
ing force of the Zuyder Zee. Unlike the inhabitants of 
Urk or Kuinre, those of Nagele were unable to retreat 
to higher grounds or more inland positions. Last bits of 
Nagele drowned at the turn of the 14th century but its 
name lived on: as a surname, as a mythified toponym 
for the Zuyder Zee waters to the northeast of Urk (Fig. 
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6.10), and as a reinstated toponym for a 20th century 
new settlement in the freshly created dry land of the 
Noordoostpolder. 

Late medieval shipwrecks
Settlements, dikes and ditches marking out fields are 
not the only remains of material culture of past inhab-
itants of the study area. The 12th century origin of the 
Zuyder Zee opened up the study area and improved 
maritime connections: existing waterways improved 
(wider, deeper) and new ones were created. As many 
ships (were able to) set sail on the waters of the Zuyder 
Zee maritime trade developed rapidly. A number of 
them wrecked in the shallow waters (owing to dangers 
of unpredictable weather, floods, floating ice and per-
sonal failure; see Van Popta 2014; 2017b). This is testi-
fied for by the c. 450 shipwrecks that were discovered in 
the modern polders of the province of Flevoland, i.e. the 
20th century reclaimed part of the Zuyder Zee. The spa-
tial distribution and density of these wreck sites in the 
Noordoostpolder region highlights harbor zones like 
Kuinre and Schokland and trade routes, especially to 
Kampen (Van Popta 2012; 2017b; Chapter 5). However, 
the majority of the shipwrecks dates to the 17th, 18th 
and 19th centuries.18 The number of shipwrecks dated to 
the 12th and 14th century is limited to 10 (Fig. 6.10 and 
Table 6.1).19 These are the wrecks most relevant here, 
and all are freighters of the cog-type (two dating to 

the late 13th century, eight to the 14th century, 1 to the 
first half of the 15th century; Van Holk 2010; Chapter 5; 
Waldus 2018). The Noordoostpolder cogs are the old-
est shipwrecks found in the Zuyder Zee. Archaeological 
traces of older ships have not been discovered yet, des-
pite the historical records that prove the existence of 
maritime crossings and transport between the 9th and 
12th century. 
 The cog is considered to be the most important 
freighter of the Late Middle Ages in northwestern 
Europe. Wrecks of these typical clinker-built ships 

Figure 6.9. Presumed 
location of the late medi-
eval drowned settlement 
Nagele, based on the dis-
tribution and density of 
archaeological objects.

Table 6.1. Cog-like vessels from the Noordoostpolder region 
(based on Van Holk 2010; Blok 2014; Van Popta & Van Holk 
2018; Waldus 2018).

Wreck Date of wreckage (AD)

NA 57 1275–1300 

NG 37 1200–1300 

NM 107 1380

NM 133–I 1300–1350

NQ 75 1300–1325

NR 1–I 1300–1700

NT 25 1300–1400

OG 77 1300–1400

ON 5 1320–1330

IJssel Cog 1400–1450
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have, besides the Netherlands, been found in Belgium, 
Northern Germany, Denmark and South Sweden 
(Van Holk 2010: 137). Their appearance is inextricably 
bound-up with the Hanseatic League, as these ships 
were able to transport large amounts of bulk cargo 
across the Baltic Sea and North Sea. Many Hanseatic 
ports used the cog as a symbol in their seals, whereas 
nowadays the ship has become part of their coat  
of arms. 
 However, as the size and capacity of excavated cogs 
varies, it is likely that small cogs were used for inland 
shipping and perhaps privateering whereas large cogs 
were used for seagoing transport (Van Holk 2010: 35). 
The smaller cogs probably sailed in between the IJssel 
river (Kampen, Deventer), the Zuyder Zee (i.e. towards 
Kuinre, Vollenhove, Urk, Stavoren) and possibly the 
Wadden Sea. Most excavated Noordoostpolder cogs 
contain only limited amounts of objects, providing little 
further detail on their ownership or destination. Only 
one of them (NM 107) carried the remains of a cargo, 
consisting of c. 5000 red bricks (Blok 2014: 42). The clay 
used for the construction of the bricks is probably from 
the Dutch Rhine region, which implies that the bricks 

were shipped from that region towards the Zuyder Zee. 
Of the ten cogs only two are to be considered as seagoing 
(Van Holk 2010: 132). These are NA 57 (c. 1275-1300; the 
oldest known Zuyder Zee shipwreck) and the so-called 
IJssel Cog (c. 1400-1450; Waldus 2018) found deliber-
ately sunken in the IJssel river just NE off Kampen. 

Discussion
The case studies of the settlements Kuinre, Kampen, 
Urk and Nagele offer windows to illustrate the effects of 
late medieval landscape changes and impacts on people 
inhabiting the region (happening in the study area itself, 
but also in adjacent areas bordering the Zuyder Zee). 
It is safe to state that the society at large was affected 
to a certain extent by the storms, floods and erosion of 
the peatlands, particularly in the 12th to 13th century. 
The scale of loss of land is not to be solely regarded as a 
simple unexpected natural disaster, but rather a conse-
quence of accumulated human interference in the area’s 
lowlands, exacerbated and preyed upon by storm surge 
impacts. Like elsewhere in the low countries, reclaim-
ing and cultivating the peatlands of the study area 
started an inevitable process of land subsidence put-

Figure 6.10. Distribution 
of late medieval cogs (c. 
AD 1200 – 1500) from the 
Noordoostpolder region.
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ting the land at risk for storm impacts (see e.g. Borger 
1975; Ligtendag 1995; De Bont 2008; Van Bavel 2010; 
Vos 2015; Pierik et al. 2017). In the study area, the land 
loss that resulted during the Late Middle Ages was con-
siderable, but of similar size as land losses in Zeeland 
and Zuid-Holland, Frisia and Groningen (with slightly 
different timings within the Middle Ages). In the study 
area, it would last some 500-600 years between the 14th 
century and 20th century before the lost lands would 
finally be reclaimed. This waiting period is dissimilar to 
reclamations in SW and NE Netherlands, where rec-
lamations occurred often within two centuries after los-
ing the land, helped by tidal sedimentary circumstances 
(suppressed in the Zuyder Zee) and economic situation 
(post-medieval Holland). 
 It is fair to state that the subsistence of all four settle-
ments originally, i.e. in the 11th-12th century, focused 
on agriculture (Table 6.2). This corresponds to simul-
taneous developments in neighboring regions Holland 
and Utrecht (De Bont 2008; Van Bavel 2010: 40). Higher 
grounds (only available near Kampen and Urk) were 
used for arable farming, whereas lower (wet) grounds 
were used for cattle breeding. Originally, arable farm-
ing was probably also practiced on the lower grounds 
but land subsidence — of which the negative effects 
(soggy fields) were likely to be noticeable from the 13th 
or 14th century onwards — made the fields unsuita-
ble for crop cultivation (if dikes and dams held against 
adjacent open waters in the first place). Lack of suitable 
soils for crop-cultivation drastically limited possibil-
ities of a self-supported livelihood for the inhabitants 
of Urk and Kampen, and even more so for Kuinre and 
Nagele. The need for grain-import opened up ways 
for (maritime) trade (Fig. 6.11). One could even state 
that trade was a necessary factor for the inhabitants 
of the Noordoostpolder settlements to survive. From 
that moment onwards, the development of each of the 
settlements went its own way. 

Where inhabitants of Nagele and Urk suffered, those of 
Kampen profited from the 12th and 13th century storm 
floods that opened up the Zuyder Zee. Their rural 
settlement rapidly urbanized (inhabitants became citi-
zens) and turned into a maritime transit point between 
the Rhine-IJssel river system and the Zuyder Zee-North 
Sea-Baltic Sea trading areas (needing different types of 
ships to navigate). Throughout the Late Middle Ages, 
Kampen kept focusing on maritime trade, it created 
strong connections with the Hanseatic League and rap-
idly became one of the most important towns of the 
Low Countries. Whereas Kampen profited from the 
openness created by the storm floods, the settlements 
of Nagele, Urk and Kuinre suffered land loss. Their 
inhabitants had to retreat. The small community on Urk 
focused mainly on agriculture and while the size of their 
island kept decreasing in the 13th and 14th century, the 
local boulder clay outcrop brought them relative safety. 
Kuinre became a powerful stronghold throughout the 
Late Middle Ages, owing to the actions of its lords that 
used the strategically positioned settlement and cas-
tle for trade and privateering (treacherous waters in 
front of the town) and also profited from agriculture 
and rents out of land. Of the inhabitants of short-lived 
Nagele, likely mostly farmers, we know the least. The 
lack of nearby high grounds and hinterland sealed their 
fate. The same can be said on fellow lost settlements 
Marcnesse and Fenehuysen: storm floods eroded the 
lands and swallowed these villages. 
 In hindsight, it may seem that 11th–12th century 
settlements founded in places without proper nat-
ural defensive options were doomed to disappear 
from their beginning. If so, the case of Schokland (as 
a longer surviving peatland remnant; Hogestijn 1992; 
Van Hezel & Pol 2008; Van den Biggelaar et al. 2014), is 
to be considered an exception, and that of Nagele (and 
Marcnesse and Fenehuysen) the rule. Of the exten-
sive early medieval peatlands in the Noordoostpolder 

Figure 6.11. Simplified scheme of the late 
medieval economic development of the 
Noordoostpolder region.
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region, Schokland is the only piece that survived the 
calving of the Zuyder Zee as an island. The inhabit-
ants of this elongated remnant island deployed several 
strategies to protect themselves and their lands against 
the water. Since early on, small artificial mounds were 
erected to provide dry grounds to single farmsteads and 
barns.20 By c. AD 1350 over 130 of these mounds were 
raised and small dikes were constructed in between 
them to protect the farmlands (Van Hezel & Pol 2008; 
Van Popta & Aalbersberg 2016). The northern mounds 
were controlled by the lords of Kuinre (just like Urk 
and Nagele) whereas the southern ones belonged to 
the city of Kampen. To some, Schokland may seem like 
an isolated case as it was an island, but as this paper 
demonstrates, what happened on this peatland island 
is not that different (development, economic focus, 
political power) of that along nearby peatland Zuyder 
Zee shores, such as around Kuinre and Kampen. By AD 
1375, the many small mounds around Schokland were 
replaced by fewer larger and higher artificial mounds 
on which entire settlements were founded: Emmeloord 
in the north and Ens in the south. As coastal erosion 

opened up waterways and flooded farmlands, the inhab-
itants of both settlements shifted their economic focus 
from agriculture towards trade: Emmeloord functioned 
as an outport of Kuinre whereas Ens functioned as an 
outport of Kampen (Van Hezel & Pol 2008: 47). Even 
though the coastal defense and mounds were constantly 
improved, the coastal defense was breached many times 
which enabled the sea to flood the island. By the early 
19th century no more than 5% was left of Schokland’s 
(original) late medieval size (compare Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 
6.8). By that time, the inhabitants of Schokland were 
supported by the Dutch government: the lands had 
become too wet for profitable agriculture and fishing 
had proven to be unprofitable too. By the mid-19th 
century the Dutch government decided to enforce the 
evacuation of inhabitants of the island: living there 
had become too dangerous and expensive to support 
(Geurts 1991; Van Hezel & Pol 2008). Nevertheless, the 
case of Schokland proves that it was possible to protect 
(small) parts of the Noordoostpolder peatlands against 
the heavy floods. 

Settlement Period Territorial lord(s) Vassal(s) Economic focus Role

Kampen 12th cy Bishop of Utrecht Local bailiff (schout) and 
assessors (keurnoten)1

Agriculture Agrarian settlement2

14th cy Assessors become Council 
of Kampen (1301)

- Trade
Toll2

International 
market

Leading city of Low 
Counties in Baltic 
Trade3

Kuinre 12th cy Bishop of Utrecht Lords of Kuinre Agriculture Agrarian settlement

14th cy Bishop of Utrecht
Count of Holland 
(1331–1362)

Lords of Kuinre Trade
Toll4

Privateering
Regional market

Regional stronghold 
and market place

Urk 12th cy St. Pantaleon and St. Vitus 
monasteries 

Lords of Kuinre Agriculture Agrarian settlement

14th cy Count of Holland (since 
1280)

Lords of Kuinre Lords of 
Voorst

Agriculture
Trade

Outport of Kuinre

Emmeloord 12th cy St. Pantaleon and St. Vitus 
monasteries

Lords of Kuinre Agriculture Agrarian settlement

14th cy Count of Holland (since 
1280)

Lords of Kuinre
Lords of Voorst

Agriculture
Trade

Outport of Kuinre

Ens 12th cy Bishop of Utrecht Local bailiff (schout) and 
assessors (keurnoten)

Agriculture Agrarian settlement

14th cy Assessors become Council 
of Kampen (1301)

- Agriculture
Trade

Outport of Kampen

Nagele, 
Marcnesse, 
Fenehuysen

12th cy Bishop of Utrecht Lords of Kuinre Agriculture
Trade?

Agrarian settlement

14th cy - - - Drowned

1 Together with other bailiwicks (schoutambten) part of the sheriffdom (drostambt) of IJsselmuiden. 
2 Charging of IJssel tolls
3 Focus on maritime infrastructure: shipbuilding, beaconing/buoyage and piloting
4 Charging of Zuyder Zee and Kuinder river tolls

Table 6.2. General overview of the development of each of the examined late medieval settlements of the research area.
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The findings in this paper stress that a combination of 
natural and cultural factors (and perhaps a bit of coinci-
dence) determined the development and fate of each of 
the settlements and their inhabitants. The most import-
ant natural factors were the composition of the natural 
substrate, the division of land- and sea surface and the 
combined action of wind, climate and water level (as 
determined by the geographic location; distance and 
exposition to the Vlie inlet and IJssel river mouth). The 
most important cultural factor — strongly related to the 
above — must have been the choice of initial settlement 
location (as allowed within contemporary political-ter-
ritorial boundaries). The presence of (nearby) natural 
heights (levees, river dunes and bolder clay outcrops) 
provided protection against floods (i.e. Urk, Kampen) 
whereas the distance to nearby (trade) routes (roads, 
rivers, coasts) brought great economic and strategic 
advantages (i.e. Kuinre, Kampen). Other important 
cultural factors were safety measures (construction of 
mounds and dikes), the influence and competence of 
lord, vassal and/or council and economic focus. The lat-
ter is — of course — strongly related to natural factors 
and settlement location. 
 Based on the above, it is possible to identify the late 
medieval inhabitants of the northeastern Zuyder Zee 
region — who they were and how they lived — and 
therefore to provide an answer to the main research 
question. The case studies have clearly illustrated the 
differences and similarities between settlements, their 
inhabitants and their development within the research 
area (Table 6.2). In general the first phase of habita-
tion focused primarily on agriculture. After the origin 
of the Zuyder Zee and the newly established maritime 
connections, the actors of the region started living the 
lives of amongst others lords, merchants and farmers. 
Their occupation, development and wealth were highly 
depending on factors such as settlement location, char-
acteristics of the local landscape and subsoil, safety 
measures, economic focus and competences of their 
rulers. Some of them gained great wealth and power 
whereas others lived in poverty or searched for pros-
perity elsewhere.

Conclusion
The late medieval landscape of the northeastern Zuyder 
Zee region went through some rapid developments, 
simultaneous to growing inhabitance of the rims of the 
region. In no more than a few decades, starting in the 
second half of the 12th century, most of the peatlands 
were taken and replaced by the waters of the Zuyder 
Zee. Several earlier studies have focused on these late 
medieval landscape changes. The material culture of 
these pioneers has also been studied in the past, giving 
some answers on ‘when’ and ‘where’ they lived. When 

combining these aspects, it is possible to take the next 
step by examining the identity and way of life of the late 
medieval inhabitants of the region of study, which is the 
main target of this paper and an important part of the 
concept of the maritime cultural landscape. Throughout 
the paper, the settlements and their inhabitants were 
considered as the actors and their surroundings (the 
landscape) as the stage on which they acted. 
 The actors of the study region first settled in the 
10th and 11th century AD. Habitation did not start sim-
ultaneously: Urk must have been founded early (before 
AD 966) whereas Kampen started fairly late (in the 
12th century). The first people to settle reclaimed and 
cultivated good parts of the peatlands, founded small 
settlements and lived the life of farmers. These colon-
ists would have been attracted by policies set by the 
bishop of Utrecht (the territorial landlord, owning large 
parts of the Noordoostpolder region), and likely lived 
the lives of ‘free men’ that payed taxes and/or nominal 
rents in recognition to their landlord. In time, the rec-
lamation and cultivation works impacted greatly upon 
the (economic) development of the settlements of the 
region. First, the drained peat lands gradually suffered 
from land subsidence — likely to have started in the 
13th and 14th century — which made the lands soggy 
and no longer suitable for arable farming. Out of neces-
sity, many farmers shifted focus from mixed agriculture 
towards livestock breeding only. It caused the origin 
of local trade: in order to meet the primary necessities 
of life (bread, meat, water) especially grain had to be 
brought in from elsewhere. Maritime trade on a regional 
and national scale found great rise as soon as the Zuyder 
Zee opened in the late 12th century (i.e. from AD 1170 
onwards). Soon as this happened, we observe a differ-
entiation of the activities of the settlements of the study 
region. 13th century Kampen and Kuinre profited from 
the improved connection between the river mouths, 
Zuyder Zee and North Sea. As older agricultural settle-
ments, they now found themselves in renewed strategic 
positions on river mouths. For Kampen, agriculture 
lost importance and maritime trade became the main 
focus. The latter is partially reflected by the ten known 
wrecks of late medieval freighters (koggen) that were 
found within the boundaries of the research area. The 
city of Kampen prospered, its citizens accumulated 
wealth and many made a living as merchants and ship-
pers. Kuinre owned its continued prosperity solely to its 
strategic location near the Kuinder river and the Zuyder 
Zee as a stronghold and local (surrounding country-
side) market place. At first, the inhabitants of Kuinre 
practiced agriculture and (likely) conducted trade to 
make a living. Things changed after a castle was con-
structed in which the lords of Kuinre (vassals appointed 
by the bishop of Utrecht) set up residence: they prof-
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ited from (inter)national maritime activities on the 
Zuyder Zee by charging tolls, privateering and trade, 
became independent lords and dominated parts of the 
Noordoostpolder region for centuries. The inhabit-
ants of Urk and Nagele lived on less strategic positions, 
although water was never far away. Throughout the Late 
Middle Ages they focused mainly on agriculture and to 
some extent trade, but heavy floods eroded their lands 
and limited their agricultural possibilities. The inhab-
itants of Urk found protection against the Zuyder Zee 
on their boulder clay outcrop, but Nagele was left at 
the mercy of the sea as higher grounds and/or hinter-
land was lacking. The current research concludes that 
while the Zuyder Zee settlements originally — from the 
10th/11th century onwards — focused on agriculture 
uniformly, saw great differentiated developments in the 
13th and 14th century, catalised by physical geograph-
ical factors (locational differences, terrain differences, 
storm surge exposure differences), but steered by com-
munal economic refocusing, and the competences and 
interests of their rulers.
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